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a b s t r a c t
Network function virtualization (NFV) and edge computing (EC) are two promising and innovative technologies to accelerate 5G networks. However, placing the service function chains (SFC), each of which
consists of a series of ordered virtual network functions (VNFs), into the EC enabled networks is an intractable issue and some new challenges shall arise. Firstly, EC is a hierarchical and geo-distributed structure, which will inﬂuence the form of SFCs and make the VNF placement location-related. Secondly, the
data processing in EC is hierarchical too, which incurs different latency requirements. In this paper, we
study the VNF placement problem considering users’ SFC requests (SFCr) in NFV and EC enabled networks. Apart from the above new challenges, the implementation method and chaining of VNFs are also
considered, which will raise the need of tradeoff between node resource consumption and bandwidth
consumption when placing VNFs. Then the above problem is formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP) model mathematically aiming to minimize the total resource consumption, which is proven to
be NP-hard. We get the optimal results when the number of SFCrs is small taking advantage of optimization solver and propose a polynomial time heuristic when the problem scale is large. Simulation results
show that the resource consumption derived by our heuristic solution is near to the optimal solution and
its performance is very much superior to the contrastive schemes.
© 2019 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Network function virtualization (NFV) [1,2] has been playing
a more and more important role in network designing. It allows
network functions (NFs) traditionally delivered on proprietary and
application-speciﬁc hardware to be realized in software, which are
known as the virtual network functions (VNF), and to run on the
common off-the-shelf servers [3]. Generally speaking, VNFs are interconnected through a process called Service Function Chaining
(SFC) [4], which is responsible for accomplishing user’s service. In
the NFV enabled network, users’ service requests are accomplished
by the deployed SFCs. Correspondingly, users’ service requests are
called as SFC requests (SFCrs) in this paper.
Edge computing (EC) [5–7] is another hot research topic. It is a
new form of cloud computing, which intends to reduce the service
delay and is the promising technology to support new services,
such as Internet-of-Things (IoT), augmented reality, optimized local
content distribution, and data caching. Broadly speaking, the popular Fog computing [8,9], Cloudlet [10], and Multi Access Edge Com-
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puting (MEC) [7] recently are the different forms of EC in their own
areas. EC is a hierarchical and geo-distributed architecture [5] that
extends from the edge of the network to the core, including service
access routers (SAR), middle servers which are usually in the form
of micro datacenters (MDC) and remote cloud datacenter (CDC). By
introducing the computation power closer to users, users’ requests
can be served timely in the MDCs, especially the delay sensitive
services.
To meet the need of economic and social development in the
future, the next generation (5G) telecommunications technology
is charged with the capacity of handling huge volume of traﬃc,
supporting heterogeneity of services, and ultra-reliable low latency
communications (URLLC) [11]. Given the characteristics of NFV and
EC, we can see that they are two promising technologies to accelerate 5G networks. However, some new challenges shall arise
when deploying VNFs to meet the needs in NFV and EC enabled
5G networks.
Firstly, EC is hierarchical. Generally speaking, the delay sensitive
part of a service is served in the MDC and the further data mining is usually done in the remote CDC [7,8]. So different VNFs have
to be placed on both MDCs and CDC. Furthermore, the latency constraints of VNFs in MDCs and in CDC are different. Speciﬁcally, each
SFCr has two latency constraints in this scenario, which are the
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latency constraint from SAR to MDC and latency constraint from
SAR to CDC. Secondly, EC is geo-distributed, which means that
MDCs are distributed across a district. Users’ SFCrs are from different places, and in order to get served timely, they can access
the NFV and EC enabled network from the MDCs near to them.
Then this makes the VNFs placement location-related, corresponding VNFs have to be placed to meet the demands in different
places.
Besides the above new challenges, the instantiation method of
VNFs is also taken into consideration. Traditionally, a VNF is hosted
on one virtual machine (VM), and each VM has its own guest operation system (OS) and hypervisor [12], so some basic resources are
needed to maintain these supports for the running of the VNF even
when it is not in service, and they are called basic resource consumptions (BRCs) in our previous work [13]. In this paper, BRCs are
assumed to be ﬁxed when instantiating a VNF, and different VNF
instances cannot share the BRCs for the sake of isolation among
different instances. Moreover, to save BRCs, the VNF instances are
all assumed to support multi-tenancy software architecture [14],
which allows multiple VNF requests (VNFr) to be hosted on the
same VNF software instance.
In VNF placement problem that considers SFCs, an SFC is inclined to be placed in one MDC, so that most of ﬂows between
the VNFs do not go through the network links when chaining the
VNFs of the SFC, then the bandwidth consumptions are reduced.
However, to achieve above results, many duplicate copies of the
same type VNF have to be placed across the network, which will
result in a great volume of BRCs. More BRCs mean more node resource consumptions, further, more MDCs, and more capital expenditure and operating expense (CAPEX/OPEX). Actually, BRCs can
be reduced by placing less VNF instances. But less VNF instances
may lead to longer ﬂow paths of SFCs, which will bring the increase of bandwidth consumptions. So optimization is needed here
to achieve a tradeoff between bandwidth consumption and node
resource consumption.
Taking all above factors into consideration, we ﬁrstly formalize
the form of SFCr and SFC in NFV and EC enabled networks, and
then formulate the VNF placement problem as an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) model aiming to minimize the total resource
consumptions. The model can be seen as a combination of facility
location problem (FLP) [15–17] and multi-commodity ﬂow problem (MCFP) [18,19], which are two well known NP-hard problems,
so the ILP is NP-hard too. With the help of optimization solver, the
optimal results can be ﬁgured out when the number of SFCrs is
small. However, it is very time-consuming and even infeasible to
get the optimal results with the increasing of the number of SFCrs.
So a novel Priority based Greedy heuristic nicknamed as PG is proposed to solve the problem in polynomial time.
Our main contributions are as follows:
1. We reveal the new features of VNF placement problem in
NFV and EC enabled network, which are hierarchical structure and heterogeneous latency constraints, and formalize
the structure of SFCr and SFC in NFV and EC enabled network.
2. We consider the instantiation method and chaining problem
of VNFs, and reveal the need of tradeoff between node resource consumption and bandwidth consumption.
3. We make a complete formulation of the problem mathematically, which is modeled as an ILP, and propose an eﬃcient
polynomial time heuristic to solve it. Through thorough
evaluations, the simulation results show that the resource
consumption derived by PG is near to the optimal solution
when the number of SFCrs is small and outperforms the
contrastive schemes apparently when the number of SFCrs
is large.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide a literature review. Then the structures of SFCr and SFC
in NFV and EC enabled network are formalized and the problem
is demonstrated (Section 3). In Section 4, we formulate the problem. After that, the heuristic solution PG is described in detail in
Section 5. Section 6 shows the performance evaluation results. Finally, Section 7 concludes our work.
2. Related works
In this part, a review is made about existing works on NFV,
edge computing and their expected applications in 5G, respectively.
2.1. NFV And VNF placement
NFV has been standardized by European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) and Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) maturely [1,4,20,21], and it has been a hot research spot
[3,22,23].
Plenty of researches concentrate their attention on the VNF
placement problem. Mathematically, the VNF placement problems
are usually formulated as integer linear programming (ILP) [24,25],
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) [26], or mixed integer
quadratically constraints programming (MIQCP) [18] etc., which are
NP-hard in general. From the view of optimization target, the targets can be minimizing the used physical machines [27], minimizing the total resource consumption [25,28] or minimizing the total service delay [26] etc. Particularly, in [18] the authors made an
analysis about all three above optimization targets.
Furthermore, many researchers consider the VNF placement
problem with other features jointly. In [29], Chuan Pham et al.
studied the VNF placement problem for service chains with the
purpose of energy and traﬃc-aware cost minimization. In [24], the
authors formalized the network function placement and chaining
problem and proposed an ILP model to solve it. It is noteworthy
that the VNF containers are geo-distributed in their model. In [30],
Zilong Ye et al. considered the problem on how to jointly optimize
the topology design and mapping of multiple SFCs such that the
total bandwidth consumption is minimized, and they proposed a
closed-loop with critical mapping feedback algorithm.
As is mentioned partly in [30], the VNF placement problem
considering SFCs has its own features compared with the traditional virtual network (VN) mapping. Firstly, users request SFCs to
have their demand served, and the VNFs are ordered in an SFC
while the nodes in a VN do not have the order constraint. Secondly, VNFs differ from each other in terms of their functionalities and resource requirements, and their interrelationships need
to be considered when placing them together, while the nodes in
VN mapping problem usually do not consider the difference from
each other in terms of functionality. Thirdly, the nodes belonging
to the same VN usually cannot be mapped onto the same substrate
node in traditional VN mapping, while in VNF placement problem,
it allows the VNFs of the same SFC to be hosted on the same substrate node.
As for BRCs, in our previous work about VNF placement and
resource optimization in a single datacenter [13], we have made
a clear deﬁnition about BRCs, and its inﬂuence on resource optimization. In paper [31], the authors also refer some concepts that
like BRCs. In their model, they claimed that a server will consume
some resources to instantiate a VNF of one speciﬁed type, which is
very similar to the BRCs in this paper.
Different from above mentioned works, which usually ignore
the software characteristic of VNFs, we consider the multi-tenancy
implementation of VNF instances. In multi-tenancy architecture,
multiple VNFrs of the same type can be hosted on the same VNF
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instance. As a consequence, the number of VNF instances can be
reduced, then BRCs are reduced. However, the problems about
which VNFrs should be hosted on the same VNF instance and
where to place these VNF instances need to be well addressed.
These two problems are also the focuses of our work. Mathematically speaking, we involve these considerations into the problem
formulations, which will incur many differences from traditional
VNF placement problem.
2.2. Edge computing
In [5], M. Satyanarayanan described the emergence of edge
computing, its architecture and innovation. In a broad sense, Fog
computing [8,9], Cloudlet [10], and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
[7] are the different forms of EC in their own areas. Plenty of works
have been done about EC.
Academically, in [32], an orchestration architecture for the Fog
computing environment is proposed, considering Fogs heterogeneity and dynamics. E. K. Markakis et al. [33] proposed a three-layer
architecture by extending the Fog concept to reap the resources
of end users devices and couple them into a marketplace where
these resources can be traded off. In [7], the authors made a survey about the MEC on its applications, different architectures and
different methods to undertake the computation oﬄoading. In [34],
X. Sun et al. proposed the latency-aware workload oﬄoading strategy to allocate mobile user application workload in the Cloudlet
network. In [35], the authors jointly considered the Cloudlet selection and delay minimization in Fog network.
From the view of industry standards, ETSI has released a series
of white paper about the MEC service scenarios [36], MEC deployments in 4G and evolution towards 5G [37], and the pairing between cloud radio access network (Cloud RAN) and MEC [2] and
so on.
In our paper, we consider the inﬂuence of the EC features,
namely latency sensitive, hierarchical and geo-distributed, on the
VNF placement problem. Speciﬁcally, we formalize the structure of
SFCs in EC enabled network, and quantify above mentioned features into the mathematical formulations of the VNF placement
problem.

Fig. 1. SFCr and SFC in NFV and EC enabled environment.

and combinations of high scalability, ultra-low latency and high
volume of traﬃc. To handle these heterogeneous QoS requirements
and low latency, NFV and EC are believed to be the key technology
enablers. Also they have made the efforts on the deployment of
MEC on NFV environment [44].
Compared with existing works that mainly focus on the architecture converging of NFV, EC and 5G, we concentrate on the VNF
placement problem in the emerging architecture, and the solution
designing aiming to improve the network resource utilization.
In summary, our work researches the VNF placement problem
in EC enabled network. To improve the network resource utilization, the software characteristics of VNFs are considered, which
involve the BRCs and multi-tenancy implementation of VNFs. To
solve the problem, we make a complete formulation about the
problem (ILP model), and propose a priority based greedy solution,
which has polynomial time complexity.

2.3. NFV, Edge computing and 5G
3. Problem statement
A few works have been done about VNF placement in NFV and
EC enabled networks.
The authors in [38] thought that the convergence of NFV, 5G,
and Edge computing is unavoidable and introduced an open and
converged architecture based on NFV management and orchestration (MANO) that offers uniform management of IoT services spanning the continuum from the cloud to the edge. In [11], B. Blanco
et al. emphasized the role played by SDN, NFV and MEC, and analyzed the main open issues of these technologies in relation to
5G. In [39], the authors thought that softwarization is a systemic
transformation and proposed an edge operating system combining
SDN, NFV and cloud and edge-fog computing. In [40], the authors
considered the service chaining optimization in mobile edge computing. They proposed a NFV service chaining scheme based on the
popularity of VNFs. In [41], F. Callegati et al. analyzed the complexity of the SDN control plane within a cloud-based edge network
implementing NFV and presented a proof-of-concept implementation with the Mininet emulation platform. In [42], F. B. Jemaa et al.
studied the VNF placement and provisioning optimization strategies over an edge-central carrier cloud infrastructure, considering
the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (i.e., response time, latency constraints and real-time requirements).
According to the white paper on NFV priorities for 5G by ETSI
[43], users’ requirements have signiﬁcantly different characteristics

In this section, we introduce the structure of SFCr, SFC and substrate topology in NFV and EC enabled network ﬁrstly, and then
make a description about our problem.
3.1. SFCr and SFC in NFV and EC enabled environment
In the NFV and EC enabled networks, users’ SFCrs are hierarchical. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show two SFCrs. As we can see, each SFCr
consists of three parts, including an SAR, part of SFCr in MDCs that
are responsible for the latency sensitive part of the service, and
part of SFCr in the CDC that deal with further data processing.
Moreover, the back-ﬂow of each SFCr includes two parts, which
are the ﬂow returning back from MDCs and ﬂow returning back
from CDCs. Corresponding to the VNFs in SFC, the nodes in SFCr
are called VNF requests (VNFr). VNFi r, i = a, b, c, d, e, f in Fig. 1(b)
and (c) indicates different kinds of VNFrs, respectively.
Owing to the characteristic of SFCr, the structure of SFC in NFV
and EC enabled environment is hierarchical too. As Fig. 1(c) shows,
SFC consists of three parts too, namely SARs, part of SFC in MDCs,
and part of SFC in CDC. It is worth noting that the VNFs that
should be hosted in MDCs may be distributed in several different
ones. VNFi , i = a, b, c, d, e, f in Fig. 1(c) indicates different kinds of
VNFs, respectively.
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In this paper, multi-tenancy technology is assumed to be applied to the implementation of VNFs, which means that one instance of VNF can host multiple VNFr of the same type. Because
BRCs occur when instantiating VNFs, so the less VNF instances,
the less BRCs. And then the total node resource consumptions decrease.
3.4. Problem description

Fig. 2. Problem description.

In this paper, we consider mapping a series of SFCrs to
MDCs and CDCs in the NFV and EC enabled networks and
placing the related VNFs to accomplish the services. A 6-tuple
C
( pγ , γ , γ , Eγv , DM
γ , Dγ ) is used to indicate an SFCr. pγ , γ , and
 γ indicates the SAR of SFCr γ , part of SFCr γ in MDCs, and part
of SFCr γ in CDCs, respectively. Eγv indicates the logical links between VNFrs of SFCr γ . For example, (VNFa r1 , VNFb r1 ) in Fig. 1(a)
is one logical link in SFCr 1. For each SFCr γ , there are two latency
constraints, one is the tolerated propagation latency from SAR to
MDC, DM
γ , which is to ensure the user can get served timely; the
other one is the entire tolerated propagation latency from SAR to
CDC, DCγ .
The SAR of each SFCr is corresponding to one speciﬁed SAR in
the substrate network because of the geographical cause, e.g. SAR
p1 of SFCr 1 is attached to SAR 1 in Fig. 1(c), and SAR p2 of SFCr 2
is attached to SAR 3.
3.2. Substrate topology
The substrate topology is a hierarchical and geo-distributed
structure, including SARs, MDCs and CDCs, which is modeled as an
undirected graph. Fig. 2 shows an instance of the substrate topology. A 4-tuple (P, R, G, Es ) is used to indicate the substrate topology, in which P indicates the set of all SARs, R indicates the set of
all MDCs, G indicates the set of all CDCs, and Es indicates the set
of all substrate links. Without loss of generality, nsu and nsv are used
as the symbols of two nodes in the substrate network respectively.
Then (nsu , nsv ) indicates a substrate link. Each link has a propagation
delay, dnsu ,nsv .
In the NFV and EC enabled environment, users access service
through the SARs, and then the ﬂows of their SFCrs are directed to
the MDCs and CDCs through the network.
3.3. Multi-tenancy and NFV
Multi-tenancy is a software architecture principle in the realm
of Software as a Service (SaaS) business model [14], which allows multiple tenants to share the same software instance. Compared with the single-tenant architecture, in which each tenant
gets his own instance of application, the multi-tenant architecture
can lead to higher resource utilization, lower service price, and
more eﬃcient management for the cloud service providers [45]. In
[46], they thought that mobile network operators could share VNFs
while maintaining separate logical data and control planes, and a
framework is evaluated utilizing open-source tools and virtual tenant networks techniques.

Fig. 2 shows the mapping results of the two SFCrs in Fig. 1.
SFCr 1 and SFCr 2 access the service from SAR 1 and SAR 3,
respectively. The blue lines describe the ﬂow directions of SFCr 1
and the red lines describe the ﬂow directions of SFCr 2. It is assumed that VNFa r1 , VNFa r2 and VNFb r1 are mapped on MDC 6;
VNFc r2 and VNFd r2 are mapped on MDC 7; VNFc r1 is mapped on
MDC 8; VNFe r1 , VNFf r1 , and VNFf r2 are all mapped on CDC 9. As a
consequence, an instance of VNFb has to be placed on MDC 6; an
instance of VNFc and an instance of VNFd on MDC 7; an instance of
VNFc on MDC 8; an instance of VNFe on CDC 9. However, only one
instance of VNFa is needed rather than two on MDC 6, and one
instance of VNFf on CDC 9, owing to the multi-tenancy technology.
Based on above results, the consumed BRCs will be 7 shares,
namely 2 shares in MDC 6; 2 shares in MDC 7; 1 share in MDC
8 and 2 shares in CDC 9. If the mapping position of VNFc r1
changes from MDC 8 to MDC 7, then MDC 8 will not need
to place the instance of VNFc . As a result, 1 share of BRCs
will be saved and MDC 8 is free, which means that a great of
CAPEX/OPEX will be saved. However, the ﬂow path of SFCr 1
may change from 1 → 6 → 2 → 8 → 4 → 9 → 4 → 8 → 2 → 6 → 1 to
1 → 6 → 3 → 7 → 5 → 4 → 9 → 4 → 5 → 7 → 3 → 6 → 1, which can be
seen that 2 more hops of link need to be passed through, so bandwidth consumptions increase.
From the above simple case, we can ﬁgure out that less instances of VNFs will reduce the node resource consumption, however, bandwidth consumption may increase because of the longer
service path. So it needs a balance between the number of VNF
instances, i.e, node resource consumption and the bandwidth consumption. Moreover, the latency constraints must not be violated
when mapping SFCrs to the network.
In summary, we mean to design a resource eﬃcient mapping
scheme for a set of SFCrs to accommodate them into the NFV and
EC enabled network, then place the corresponding VNFs to accomplish the services in this paper.
4. Problem formulation
4.1. FLP And MCFP
In facility location problem (FLP) [15–17], we have a set of
clients and a set of facilities, then there needs a way to connect
each client to a facility that minimizes the total cost. The cost usually contains two parts, which are the connection costs and facility costs. In our model, MDCs can be treated as the facilities
and SFCrs as the clients, bandwidth consumption as the connection cost, and node resource consumption as the facility cost. Then
the VNF placement problem in NFV and EC enabled networks can
be seen as an FLP. From another view, there are massive network
ﬂows in the SFCrs, and all these ﬂows need to be mapped into the
network, so the mapping process of ﬂows in the VNF placement
problem can be seen as a multi-commodity ﬂow problem (MCFP)
[18,19].
4.2. Mathematical formulation
In this subsection, the VNF placement problem in NFV and EC
enabled environment is formulated as an ILP model, which is a
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Table 1
Notations.
Symbols

Description

Topology related
(P, R, G, Es )

The 4-tuple indicating the substrate network. P indicates the set of SARs, R indicates the set of MDCs, G indicates the
set of CDCs, and Es indicates all the substrate links.
Two substrate nodes in the substrate network.
The substrate link between nsu and nsv .
The 6-tuple indicating an SFCr. pγ indicates the SAR of SFCr γ , γ indicates the part of SFCr γ that should be in
MDCs.  γ indicates the part of SFCr γ that should be in CDC. Eγv indicates the logical links between VNFrs of SFCr γ .
C
DM
γ is the tolerated propagation latency from SAR to MDC, and Dγ is the entire tolerated propagation latency of SFCr
γ.
Two nodes in an SFCr.
The logical link between nvi and nvj , (nvi , nvj ) ∈ Eγv .

nsu , nsv
(nsu , nsv )
C
( pγ , γ , γ , Eγv , DM
γ , Dγ )

nvi , nvj
(nvi , nvj )
Variables



ρ

cpu

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

mem

brcλ , brcλ
bγ ,nvi ,nvj
cpuγ ,nv , memγ ,nvi
i
mem
Cncpu
s , Cns
u
u
link
C(ns ,ns )
u v
dnsu ,nsv
Binaries
xγ ,nvi ,nsu
lγ ,nvi ,λ
yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv
zλ,nsu
hnsu

SFCr set.
speciﬁes of all the VNFs, λ is an element of .
cost of activating a new MDC.
CPU and memory BRCs when instantiating a new VNF λ on one MDC or CDC, respectively.
bandwidth consumption of logical link (nvi , nvj ) in SFCr γ .
CPU and memory consumption of VNFr nvi in SFCr γ , respectively.
CPU and memory capacity of substrate node nsu , respectively.
link capacity of substrate link (nsu , nsv ).
propagation delay of link (nsu , nsv ).

Whether
Whether
Whether
Whether
Whether

nvi in SFCr γ is mapped on substrate node nsu .
VNFr nvi in SFCr γ demands VNF λ.
the mapping path of logical link (nvi , nvj ) of SFCr γ goes through the substrate link (nsu , nsv ).
an instance of VNF λ is placed on substrate node nsu , λ ∈ , nsu ∈ R&G.
MDC nsu is activated, nsu ∈ R.

combination of FLP and MCFP. The main notations are listed in
Table. 1. There are similar formulations in [13,24,25].
Firstly, one node (a VNFr or the SAR) in an SFCr must be
mapped on one and only one node in the substrate network:
|P|+|
R|+|G|−1

xγ ,nvi ,nsu = 1, nsu ∈ P ∪ R ∪ G, γ ∈  , nvi ∈ pγ ∪ γ ∪ γ .
(1)

i

indicates whether nvi in SFCr

γ is mapped on substrate

node nsu . |P|, |R|, |G| are the total number of SARs, MDCs and CDCs,
respectively.
Specially, it is stipulated that the SAR of each SFCr has to be
mapped on one speciﬁed SAR owing to the geographical cause. It
is the consistent one-to-one match relationship, so if nvi is an SAR
(pγ ):



xγ ,nvi ,nsu =

1, nsu is the attachment o f pγ ,
0 otherwise.

γ ∈ ,

.


{0, 1},
= {0, 1},

0, otherwise.

nvi ∈ γ and nsu ∈ R,
nvi ∈ γ and nsu ∈ G, .

(3)

Then BRCs related variable, zλ,nsu , and MDC related variable, hnsu ,
are introduced in. Firstly:



zλ,nsu =

|γ |−1
|
|−1 |γ |+



| |−1 |γ |+|γ |−1
1,
xγ ,nvi ,nsu · lγ ,nvi ,λ ≥ 1,
γ =0
i=0
.
0 otherwise.

(4)

where nsu ∈ R ∪ G, | | is the number of total SFCrs and |γ | +
|γ | is the number of VNFrs in SFCr γ . Furthermore, lγ ,nv is not
i

variable, because the type of one VNFr is known beforehand. So
| |−1 |γ |+|γ |−1
xγ ,nv ,nsu · lγ ,nv ,λ ≥ 1 is not the quadratic conγ =0
i=0
i

i

straint. Eq. (4) is a conditional constraint. However, referring to the

xγ ,nvi ,nsu · lγ ,nvi ,λ + K · zλ,nsu < K − 1

(5)

i=0

K is a big constant, and usually it determines the solution space of
Eq. (5). The bigger the K is, the larger the solution space will be.
| |−1
Here K is set to be γ =0 (|γ | + |γ | + 1 ) in our model, which is
the number of all VNFrs, to make Eq. (5) effective while narrowing
down the solution space.
xγ ,nv ,nsu · lγ ,nv ,λ indicates that whether SFCr γ has a VNFr dei

i

manding for VNF λ and the VNFr is hosted on substrate node nsu , if
yes, xγ ,nv ,nsu · lγ ,nv ,λ = 1. So Eq. (4) means that if more than one (ini

i

cluding one) VNFrs demanding for VNF λ are mapped on nsu (MDC
or CDC), then the corresponding MDC or CDC must place an instance of VNF λ.



(2)

Besides, VNFrs in γ can only be mapped on MDCs, and VNFrs in
 γ can only be mapped on CDCs for each SFCr γ . So there come
the following constraints:

xγ ,nvi ,nsu

0<1−

γ =0

u=0

xγ ,nv ,nsu

theorems in [47], we can utilize Eq. (5) to linearize Eq. (4):

hnsu =

| |−1 |γ |−1
1,
xγ ,nvi ,nsu ≥ 1, nsu ∈ R.
γ =0
i=0
.
0 otherwise.

(6)

Eq. (6) means that if there is more than one VNFr mapped on one
MDC, then the MDC has to be activated, and we can utilize the
similar method as that for Eq. (4) to linearize Eq. (6). As for the
CDCs, they are assumed to be always in operation.
Nextly, the resource constraints are considered. We assume that
the network is un-utilized initially, so the maximum available resource on each node or link equals the resource capacity of that
node or link.
Firstly, the total CPU and memory consumption by the VNFrs on
one MDC cannot exceed CPU and memory capacity of that MDC:
|
|−1 |
γ |−1

γ =0

i=0

cpuγ ,nv · xγ ,nvi ,nsu +
i


−1


λ=0

cpu

s
brcλ · zλ,nsu ≤ Cncpu
s , nu ∈ R.
u

(7)
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|
|−1 |
γ |−1

γ =0

memγ ,nvi · xγ ,nvi ,nsu +

i=0


−1


λ=0

mem

brcλ

· zλ,nsu ≤ Cnmem
, nsu ∈ R.
s
u

P∪
R∪G
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yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsv ,nsu ∈ {0, 1},

γ ∈  , (nsv , nsu ) ∈ E s , (nvi , nvj ) ∈ Eγv .

ns

v

(8)
| |−1 |γ |−1

cpuγ ,nv · xγ ,nv ,nsu indicates the total CPU
i
i
||−1
cpu
consumption by the VNFrs mapped on MDC nsu ,
λ=0 brcλ ·
s
zλ,nsu indicates the total CPU BRCs when MDC nu instantiates the
related VNFs. We do not consider the resource consumption on
SARs and assume that the resources on CDCs are always enough,
so there are no constraint equations about SARs and CDCs.
Then the link variable is as follows:
In Eq. (7),

γ =0



yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv =

i=0

1, condition is satis f ied,
.
0 otherwise.

(9)

The condition in Eq. (9) is that the mapping path of logical link
(nvi , nvj ) in SFCr γ goes through substrate link (nsu , nsv ), (nsu , nsv ) ∈
Es.
Generally speaking, each logical link in one SFCr is corresponding to a path in the substrate network. However, in the VNF placement problem, two different nodes in one SFCr can be mapped on
the same substrate node. In other words, the ﬂow of logical link
(nvi , nvj ) in SFCr γ may be limited in one MDC or CDC, not going
through any external substrate link. So we have the following constraint:



(

nsu ,nsv

)

yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv ≥ 0, (nvi , nvj ) ∈ Eγv ,

γ ∈ .

(10)

(15)
P∪
R∪G


yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv −

nsv

|
|−1




γ =0 (nvi ,nvj )∈Eγv

s
s
s
bγ ,nvi ,nvj · yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv ≤ C(link
nsu ,nsv ) , (nu , nv ) ∈ E ,

γ ∈ .

Subsequently, the latency constraints of each SFCr are deﬁned. In
the NFV and EC enabled networks, time sensitive services are handled in MDCs, and the remote CDC are responsible for statistic
analysis generally [8,38]. So there are two latency constraints for
each SFCr:
|γ |−1 |γ |−1







i=0

j=0

(nsu ,nsv )∈E s

v v
v
dnsu ,nsv · yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv ≤ DM
γ , ( ni , n j ) ∈ Eγ , γ ∈  .

(12)

i=0

(nvi , nvj ) ∈ Eγv ,


j=0


(

nsu ,nsv

)

∈E s

dnsu ,nsv · yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv ≤ DCγ ,

(13)

P∪
R∪G


xγ ,nvi ,nsu − xγ ,nvj ,nsu =

γ ∈  , (nsu , nsv ) ∈ E s , (nvi , nvj ) ∈ Eγv .

nsv

(14)

(16)

(17)

If nvi and nvj are mapped on the same substrate node (MDC), then
there will always be xγ ,nv ,nsu − xγ ,nv ,nsu = 0.
i

j

After all the above constraints, the total CPU resource consumptions can be ﬁgured out:

CPUc =

|
|−1 |
γ |−1 |R|+|G|−1


γ =0

cpuγ ,nv · xγ ,nvi ,nsu
i

u=0

i=0

(18)

The total memory resource consumptions are:
|
|−1 |
γ |−1 |R|+|G|−1



MEMc =

memγ ,nvi · xγ ,nvi ,nsu

(19)

u=0

i=0

The total CPU BRCs are:

BRCcpu
=
c

|G|−1

−1 |R|+


λ=0

u=0

cpu

brcλ · zλ,nsu

(20)

The total memory BRCs are:

BRCmem
=
c

|G|−1

−1 |R|+



mem

brcλ

· zλ,nsu

(21)

u=0

The total bandwidth consumptions are:

Bandc =

γ ∈ .

yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv ∈ {0, 1},

1,
nvi is on nsu ,
−1, nvj is on nsu , .
0,
otherwise.

|
|−1






γ =0 (nvi ,nvj )∈Fγv (nsu ,nsv )∈E s

Eq. (12) ensures that users can get served timely, and Eq. (13) ensures that the total latency should be restricted in a certain threshold. Only the propagation delay is considered in this paper, but it
is feasible to add the processing delay and queuing delay on each
VNF in the formulations.
Last but not the least, for each SFCr, the following ﬂow constraints must be satisﬁed [13]:

γ ∈ ,



λ=0

|γ |+|γ |−1 |γ |+|γ |−1





(nsu , nsv ) ∈ E s , nvi , nvj ∈ Eγv .

γ =0

(11)

yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsv ,nsu = xγ ,nvi ,nsu − xγ ,nvj ,nsu ,

nsv

Eq. (14) indicates whether a logical link is mapped on one of
the substrate links that leave out node nsu , and Eq. (15) indicates
whether the logical link is mapped on one of the substrate links
that go in node nsu . The two equations also ensure that one logical
link can only be mapped on a single path. Eq. (16) ensures that
the path in the substrate network is consistent for a logical link.
More speciﬁcally, if nvi and nvj are hosted on two different substrate
nodes (MDCs), then:

∈E s

0 indicates that the ﬂow of corresponding logical link is limited in
one MDC or CDC.
For each link in the substrate network, the following capacity
constraint must be satisﬁed:

P∪
R∪G


bγ ,nvi ,nvj · yγ ,nvi ,nvj ,nsu ,nsv

(22)

The total cost of activating MDCs is:

MDCc =

|
R|−1

ρ · hnsu

(23)

u=0

In the mapping process, MDCs should be used as less as possible.
Because an activated MDC is associated with a series of costs, including building, power supply, hardware equipments, cooling system etc. In order to be compatible with the resource cost, a value
ρ is set to indicate the cost of activating an MDC. ρ is far greater
than the other cost to ensure that MDCs are activated as less as
possible.
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Then the total substrate resource cost is:
mem
Tc =α ∗ (CPUc + BRCcpu
)
c ) + β ∗ (MEMc + BRCc

+ ρ ∗ Bandc +

∗ MDCc

Algorithm 1 SFCr Mapping Algorithm.

(24)

α , β , ρ and ϱ are the weighted factors to balance different costs.
The optimization target is to minimize Tc .
For the conditional constraints in above equations, namely,
Eqs. (4) and (6), we can utilize the theorems in [47] to have these
equations linearized. Then all equations above can be formulated
in an ILP model. As stated above, the VNF placement problem in
NFV and EC enabled environment can be seen as a combination
of FLP and MCFP, which are two well known NP-hard problems.
So the above ILP model is NP-hard. With the help of existing optimization solvers, like Gurobi [48], the optimal results of the ILP
model can be worked out when the number of SFCrs is small.
However, it is infeasible to achieve the optimal results in foreseeable time when the number of SFCrs is large. Thus a solution that
solves the NP-hard problem in polynomial time is in need.
5. Proposed heuristic
In this section, our polynomial time heuristic will be described
in detail.
In our system model, there is only one CDC. Because the resources in the CDC are assumed to be inﬁnite. As a result, the
dominated difference between multiple CDCs model and single
CDC model is the optimization of load balancing among the links
from MDCs to CDCs, which is out of scope of our problem and
needs another paper to address it in detail.
To save the bandwidth, it is better to map γ of SFCr γ as a
whole to one MDC and map  γ of SFCr γ as a whole to the CDC.
Because the ﬂows inner γ or  γ are restricted in the MDCs or
CDC, not consuming the external bandwidth resources as a result.
Based on the above discussions, a scheme is designed to map
the SFCrs to MDCs and the CDC. However, the above mapping
process leads to a result that many duplicate copies of the same
type VNF are placed across the distributed MDCs, which results
in a great volume of BRCs and plenty of activated MDCs subsequently. Then an adjustment process is made to merge together
the VNFrs demanding for the same type of VNF. By merging the
VNFrs demanding for the same type of VNF together, the multitenancy technology can be utilized to implement the VNFs. By assigning multiple VNFrs of the same type on the same VNF instance,
the number of duplicate VNF copies will decrease, and then BRCs
are reduced. Nevertheless, the bandwidth consumption may increase in the process. So a balance needs to be made between the
node resource consumption and bandwidth consumption in order
to minimize the total cost.
We propose a Priority based Greedy solution, nicknamed as PG,
consisting of a priority based SFCr mapping algorithm and a further VNFr merging algorithm. In the next two subsections, the SFCr
mapping and VNFr merging algorithm are described in detail, respectively.
5.1. SFCr Mapping
Algorithm 1 gives the processes of SFCr mapping.
Because the SAR of each SFCr is corresponding to one particular
SAR in the network, so the mapping of SFCrs are location-related.
Thus the SFCrs are classiﬁed into |R| clusters based on the SAR
of each SFCr ﬁrstly (Procedure 1). In Procedure 1, |R| clusters are
created, and the MDC is the center of each cluster (lines 1–3 in
Procedure 1). Then for each SFCr, the total propagation delay (TPD)
from its SAR to each MDC is calculated respectively using Shortest Path Algorithm (SPA) (lines 4–6 in Procedure 1). If the TPD of
the SFCr is smaller than its latency requirement from SAR to MDC

Input: Set of MDCs: R, Status of the network: 0 ;
Output: Set of used MDCs: R1 , Status of the network: 1 ;
1: Classify the SFCrs into |R| clusters. ← Procedure 1.
2: Figure out the processing priority of each cluster.
3: for i from 0 to |R| − 1 do
Classify the SFCrs in ζi into P-SFCrs and R-SFCrs, ζi is the ith
4:
cluster.
Map the P-SFCrs belonging to ζi to the MDC in ζi .
5:
Place related VNFs in the MDC.
6:
Establish paths between the SARs, MDCs and CDC.
7:
8:
Remove all the P-SFCrs from ζi .
while ζi is not empty do
9:
Pick out the R-SFCr(s) that has(have) the smallest TPD be10:
tween its(their) SAR(s) and the MDC in ζi , symbolled as
ξ.
if |ξ | > 1 then
11:
Choose the R-SFCr whose demanding VNFs have the
12:
least differences with the VNFs already in the MDC as
the one to be mapped.
13:
else
The single R-SFCr in ξ is chosen as the one to be
14:
mapped.
end if
15:
if MDC in ζi can host the chosen R-SFCr then
16:
Map the chosen R-SFCr to the MDC in ζi .
17:
18:
Establish paths between the SAR, MDC and CDC.
if Need to place new VNFs then
19:
Place new VNFs.
20:
end if
21:
else
22:
Leave the chosen R-SFCr to another cluster that it can
23:
be mapped, and set its priority the same as the P-SFCrs
in that cluster.
end if
24:
Remove the chosen R-SFCr from ζi .
25:
end while
26:
27: end for

Procedure 1 Cluster SFCrs.
1: for i from 0 to |R| − 1 do
2:
Create an empty cluster, ζi .
3: end for
4: for SFCr γ in  do
5:
for i from 0 to |R| − 1 do
Calculate the TPD from the SAR of SFCr γ to the MDC in
6:
ζi .
if TPD < DM
7:
γ then
8:
Add SFCr γ to cluster ζi .
else
9:
Continue.
10:
11:
end if
end for
12:
13: end for

(DM
γ ), then the SFCr can be classiﬁed into the corresponding cluster
(lines 7–8 in Procedure 1).
For an SFCr, belonging to a cluster means that it can be mapped
on the MDC in that cluster. Obviously, there may be many candidate MDCs for one SFCr. Thus, given the number of candidate
MDCs, the SFCrs can be classiﬁed into the following two types:
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• “Poor” SFCrs (P-SFCr): For those SFCrs that have only one candidate MDC to be mapped into, we call them the “Poor” SFCrs
(P-SFCr). For those VNFrs in the P-SFCr, they are called P-VNFrs.
• “Rich” SFCrs (R-SFCr): For those SFCrs that have more than one
candidate MDCs to be mapped into, we call them the “Rich”
SFCrs (R-SFCr). For those VNFrs in the R-SFCr, they are called
R-VNFrs.
After the clustering, we calculate the number of P-SFCrs in each
cluster. Then the processing priority of each cluster is determined
based on the number of P-SFCrs in it (line 2 in Algorithm 1). The
more P-SFCrs, the higher processing priority of the corresponding
cluster. For the clusters that have the same number of P-SFCrs, the
resource consumptions by the total P-SFCrs in them are calculated
respectively, and the cluster with larger resource consumption
is given higher processing priority. Then we indicate the priority
of each cluster with numbers. 0 indicates the highest priority,
then priority decreases with the increasing of numbers. When the
processing sequence is determined, the SFCrs then are mapped
into the MDCs and CDC one cluster by one cluster (lines 3–27 in
Algorithm 1).
During the process of mapping SFCrs to the corresponding
MDC, we need to determine a proper mapping sequence to make
a better resource utilization of the MDC. Obviously, the priority of
P-SFCrs is higher than that of R-SFCrs, because there are no other
MDCs to host the P-SFCrs except the current one. For the P-SFCrs,
all of them must be mapped to the current MDC ﬁrstly (line 5 in
Algorithm 1). After the mapping of all the P-SFCrs, the MDC in the
cluster needs to be placed some related VNFs to serve the P-SFCrs
and the ﬂow paths between SARs, MDCs and CDC are established
using SPA (line 7 in Algorithm 1).
Subsequently, the R-SFCrs need to be mapped to the current
MDC. Firstly, R-SFCr that has the smallest TPD between its SAR and
the current MDC is picked out (line 10 in Algorithm 1). In this way,
the R-SFCr can be mapped to its nearest MDC aiming to consume
as less bandwidth as possible. For the R-SFCrs that have the same
smallest TPD (lines 11–12 in Algorithm 1), the VNFrs in them are
compared with the VNFs that already have been placed in the MDC
respectively. Then the R-SFCr whose needed VNFs has the least differences with the VNFs already in the MDC (line 12 in Algorithm 1)
is chosen to be mapped. In this way, we try not to introduce new
types of VNFs in the MDC as much as possible, so as to instantiate
as less new VNF instances as possible and the less BRCs as a consequence. For the chosen R-SFCr, it is settled down (lines 16–21 in
Algorithm 1) and the next R-SFCr is picked out in the same process. For the R-SFCr that cannot be mapped on the current MDC
owing to the shortage of resources, it is left to another cluster can
be mapped, and its priority is set the same as that of P-SFCrs in
that cluster (line 23 Algorithm 1), trying to map the R-SFCr as soon
as possible.

5.2. VNFr Merging
Based on above SFCr mapping results, the bandwidth consumptions are the least. Nevertheless, there are a lot duplicate copies of
each type of VNF in the network, so the volume of BRCs is huge.
We can merge together the distributed VNFrs that demand for the
same type of VNF, and then these VNFrs can share the same instance of VNF utilizing multi-tenancy technology. As a result, the
number of VNF instances is reduced, so are the BRCs, number of
activated MDCs and the total cost.
Algorithm 2 shows the framework of the VNFr merging algorithm. To describe the process more clearly and brieﬂy, the VNFrs demanding for the same type VNF in one MDC are taken as a
whole, and symbolized as ψ .
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Algorithm 2 VNFr Merging Algorithm.
Input: Set of used MDCs: R1 , Status of the network: 1 ;
Output: Set of used MDCs: R2 , Status of the network: 2 ;
1: Figure out the ψ that can be moved in each used MDCs, and
put the MDCs that have movable ψ in a new set, indicated as
Rtemp .
2: Calculate the resource utilization of each used MDC, and pick
out the MDC  that has the minimal resource utilization ω.
3: if ω < σ then
if MDC  has no P-SFCrs then
4:
Move all R-SFCrs to other used MDCs.
5:
6:
Migrate ψ es among the used MDCs. ← Procedure 2.
Record results. ← Procedure 3.
7:
else
8:
9:
Migrate ψ es among the used MDCs. ← Procedure 2.
Record results. ← Procedure 3.
10:
end if
11:
12: else
Migrate ψ es among the used MDCs. ← Procedure 2.
13:
Record results. ← Procedure 3.
14:
15: end if

Firstly, we need to ﬁgure out all the ψ es that can be moved in
each used MDC, and pick out the MDCs that have movable ψ (line
1 in Algorithm 2). The ψ is movable if it satisﬁes the following
conditions:
1. None of the VNFrs in ψ is P-VNFr.
2. None of the R-SFCrs in the original MDC corresponding to ψ
violates the latency constraints if VNFrs in ψ are migrated to
another MDC.
To reduce the total VNF placement cost, MDCs should be activated as less as possible, because the corresponding cost of activating an MDC is far higher than other costs. So the MDC that
has the minimal resource utilization is found out (ϖ) (line 2 in
Algorithm 2). If the resource utilization is below a threshold (σ )
and the MDC has no P-SFCrs, the corresponding MDC is emptied
out by moving all R-SFCrs in it to other used MDCs (lines 3–5 in
Algorithm 2). In this way, the MDC with low resource utilization
can be turned off rapidly. Then the procedure of migrating ψ es
among the used MDCs continues (lines 6–15 in Algorithm 2).
Procedure 2 gives the pseudo codes of migrating ψ es among
used MDCs.
Firstly the ψ with minimal resource demand needs to be ﬁgured out in each used MDC (line 3 in Procedure 2). And then these
ψ es are sorted based on their resource consumptions in ascending order (line 4 in Procedure 2). Nextly, a target MDC that can
be hosted on for each VNFr in each ψ should be found (lines 5–
7 in Procedure 2). An MDC can be chosen as the destination for
the migrated VNFr if the MDC has enough resource left and has
been placed the corresponding VNF. If the latency constraints of
the R-SFCr that contains the VNFr is not violated, then the VNFr
can be moved to the target MDC (lines 8–9 in Procedure 2). Otherwise, the network status should rollback to the start of the migration process and the migration loop of current ψ should be break
(lines 11–12 in Procedure 2). After ﬁnishing the migration loop of
one ψ (lines 6–14 in Procedure 2), it needs to check if the ψ is
migrated successfully (lines 15–24 in Procedure 2). If yes, the ψ
is marked as processed and the related VNF instance is removed
from the corresponding MDC. If not, the ψ is only marked as processed to avoid the repeated processing. When the ψ is migrated
successfully, whether Tc is smaller than its previous value needs to
be checked (lines 17–18 in Procedure 2). If yes, the previous placement results are replaced with current ones. The while loop (lines
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Procedure 2 Migrate ψ es among used MDCs.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

Record the current results as the placement results.
while 1 do
Find the ψ that demands the minimal node resource in each
MDC in Rtemp , and store them in a list Lψ .
Sort the ψ es in Lψ based on their resource consumptions in
ascending order.
for each ψ in Lψ do
for each VNFr in ψ do
Find the target MDC the VNFr can be migrated to.
if latency constraints of the corresponding R-SFCr is not
violated then
Move the VNFr to the target MDC.
else
Restore the network status to the start of the migration of ψ .
Break.
end if
end for
if ψ is migrated successfully then
Mark the ψ as processed and remove the related VNF
from the corresponding MDC.
if Tc is smaller then
Replace the results with current ones.
else
Continue.
end if
else
Mark the ψ in the MDC as processed.
end if
end for
if there is no unprocessed ψ in all used MDCs then
Break.
else
Continue.
end if
end while

2–31 in Procedure 2) will not break until all ψ es in all used MDCs
are marked as processed (lines 26–30 in Procedure 2).
In the process of Procedure 2, the resource violations are not
considered. However, the results derived by Procedure 2 may contain occasions of resource violation, which need to be eliminated.
If the resource violations cannot be eliminated, the results derived by Algorithm 2 should be abandoned and the results by
Algorithm 1 are taken as the ﬁnal placement decisions (lines 2–5
in Procedure 3).
Algorithm 3 Record results.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Check the resource violations of the results get by the previous
processes.
if there are resource violations then
Eliminate the resource violations.
if Elimination process is not successful then
Restore results derived by Algorithm~1.
else
Record current results.
end if
else
Record current results.
end if

When eliminating the resource violations, the resource violations in MDCs are handled with in the ﬁrst place. The idea is to

remove the VNFr one by one from the MDC that has resource
violation to the MDCs that have enough resources until the resource violation of the corresponding MDC is eliminated. During
the process, the empty MDCs should not be the target MDC to receive the migrated VNFrs. If there is one MDC whose resource violation cannot be eliminated, the elimination process will not be
successful.
After the elimination of node resource violations, the link resource violations follow. For each link that has resource violation,
the violation volume of bandwidth resource is calculated. Then a
path is derived by SPA from the ingress to the egress of link, and
the minimal available bandwidth of the links in the path must be
greater than the volume of bandwidth violation. If the path exists,
the corresponding traﬃc is re-directed from the link that has resource violation to the path. Otherwise, the process of elimination
is failed.

5.3. Complexity analysis
In this part, the time complexity of PG is analyzed. To make
the descriptions more concisely, we would like to introduce the
following two indicators that will be used frequently:
• M = |P | + |R| + |G|, which is the number of all substrate nodes
in the network.
| |−1
• N = γ =0 (|γ | + |γ | + 1 ), which is the number of all VNFrs.
Firstly, for Algorithm 1, the time complexity of Procedure 1 is

| | · |R| · M · logM, in which M · logM is the time complexity of

SPA. Then the time complexity of sorting process is |R| · log |R|.
Nextly, for lines 3–27 in Algorithm 1, all the SFCrs are traversed,
and for each SFCr, 4 paths are computed using SPA, which are
SAR to MDC, MDC to CDC, MDC to SAR and CDC to SAR. So the
time complexity of the process (lines 3–27 in Algorithm 1) is
| | · 4 · M · logM. At last, the total time complexity of Algorithm 1
is | | · (|R| + 4 ) · M · logM + |R| · log|R|, which is at the level of
O(| | · |R| · M · logM).
As for Algorithm 2, when ﬁguring out the movable ψ (line 1
in Algorithm 2), we have to check every VNFr and calculate the
possible paths to the candidate MDCs that it may be migrated to.
So the time complexity of this process is N · |R| · M · logM at the
worst case. The time complexity of line 2 in Algorithm 2 is |R| at
most.
Another time consuming part is Procedure 2, all the VNFrs have
to be traversed and the SPA runs |R| times in each loop at the
worst case, then the time complexity of this part is N · |R| · M ·
logM. As for the process of eliminating resource violations, the
least time complexity is 0, and the general situation is τ1 · N · |R| ·
M · logM, τ > 1.
So the total time complexity of Algorithm 2 is (2 + τ1 ) · N · |R| ·
M · logM + |R|, τ > 1, which is at the level of O(N · |R| · M · logM).
Generally speaking, N
| |, so the total time complexity of PG
is O(N · |R| · M · logM).

6. Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of PG and make
a thorough analysis to the VNF placement problem in NFV and EC
enabled networks. The ILP model formalized in previous section
is implemented and run in Gurobi Optimizer version 7.0 [48]. The
heuristic and the contrastive schemes, in turn, are implemented in
Python. All experiments are performed on a computer with one
Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3220 CPU @ 3.30 GHz and 6 GB of RAM.
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6.1. Settings
Our simulation parameters refer to the existing works
[13,49,50]. The substrate network topology is generated by BRITE
[51] based on the Waxman model [52], and there are 100 SARs, 50
MDCs and 500 links in it. Both the CPU and memory capacity of
each MDC are set to be 40 0 0, which are also the maximum available resources of CPU and memory on each MDC. The propagation
delay on each link obeys the uniform distribution of (0,2).
In the same experiment, the length of each SFCr is the same.
For a single SFCr, it has 1 SAR, 4 VNFrs that should be hosted in
MDCs, and 1 VNFr that should be in CDC.
The DM
γ of each SFCr obeys the uniform distribution of (1,2), and
C
Dγ obeys the uniform distribution of (5,10). σ in Algorithm 2 is set
to be 0.2. Without losing generality, node resource and bandwidth
resource are treated as the same importance in our simulations, so
the weighted factors α , β , ρ and ϱ in optimization target Tc are all
set to be 1.
6.2. Workloads
In the simulation, both the value of CPU BRCs and memory
BRCs are set to be 20, and the bandwidth consumption of each
SFCr obeys the uniform distribution of (10,50). The relationship between the size of BRCs when instantiating an VNF and the resource
demand by each VNFr may have inﬂuences on the performance
of different solutions. To reveal the above inﬂuences, two kinds of
VNFr workloads are evaluated in the simulations:
• SFCr
SFCr
• SFCr
SFCr

A: The CPU and memory consumption of each VNFr in the
obey the uniform distribution of (40,80).
B: The CPU and memory consumption of each VNFr in the
obey the uniform distribution of (4,8).

6.3. Benchmarks
We have two benchmarks:
• RG: RG, which is the abbreviation for Random Greedy, is another heuristic we propose. Firstly, we classify the SFCrs into
|R| clusters the same as that in Algorithm 1. Then clusters
that should be processed are picked randomly, and SFCrs are
mapped to the MDCs based the latency constraints of them.
The SFCrs whose latency constraints (DM
γ ) are stricter have
higher mapping priority. Nextly, all the SFCrs are traversed and
mapped to the MDCs one by one. In this way, all the SFCrs are
mapped to the MDCs.
• BSVR: It is the heuristic solution proposed by [50]. BSVR considers VNF reusing and latency minimization. Firstly, BSVR derives several candidate paths for an SFCr to be deployed. Then
for each path, it counts the overlap number (ϑ) between VNFs
in the path and VNFs the SFCr demands, and calculates the end
to end delay of the path (Dp ). At last, BSVR picks the path that
has the maximum value of ϑ/Dp as the one to host the SFCr.
6.4. Results
For each group of results, 10 times of experiments are conducted to reduce the accidental errors, and error bars represent the
95% conﬁdence intervals in corresponding ﬁgures. In each group
of results, the ﬁnal BRCs, bandwidth consumptions and number of
activated MDCs are used to evaluate the performance of different
solutions.
6.4.1. Performance comparisons versus different SFCr number
In this part, the performance of different solutions are evaluated via the varying number of SFCrs. Fig. 3 shows the results, and
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the workloads are the mixture of SFCr A and SFCr B with the ratio
of 1:1. From the ﬁgure, it can be seen that PG performs the best
from the aspects of BRCs and number of activated MDCs, which
owes to that PG maps the SFCrs in a priority based sequence.
If an SFCr that has looser latency constraint is mapped into one
MDC ﬁrstly, then it may result in a consequence that the SFCr that
has stricter latency constraint cannot be mapped into the same
MDC, and a new MDC has to be activated nearby. So unnecessary
MDCs may be activated if the mapping sequence is ineﬃcient.
Moreover, PG merges VNFrs of the same type together, and then
utilizes multi-tenancy principle to implement the VNF instances.
In this way, PG reduces the number of VNF instances, then less
BRCs are incurred. BSVR considers the re-using of VNFs among the
MDCs on the mapping path of the corresponding SFC, which is an
optimization scheme based on local information. Meanwhile, PG
merges the VNFrs of the same type globally. So the results of PG is
superior to that of BSVR, in terms of BRCs and number of activated
MDCs.
As for the bandwidth consumptions, PG consumes a little more
bandwidth resource than the other contrastive schemes. It is because PG instantiates less VNF instances, so when chaining the
VNFs, the ﬂows have to go through more links to accomplish an
SFC, and then the bandwidth consumptions are more. RG consumes the least bandwidth, it is because most parts of one SFCr
are usually mapped on the same MDC, so the ﬂows that inner
the SFCrs are limited in the MDCs, leading to much bandwidth
saving. BSVR tends to place the VNF instances used by one SFCr
into different MDCs, so ﬂows need to go through more links than
that by RG, and bandwidth consumptions by BSVR are near to that
by PG.
6.4.2. Performance comparisons versus different kinds of SFCr
workloads
In this part, we try to reveal the inﬂuence of different kinds of
workloads on the performance of different solutions. Fig. 4 shows
the results, and the number of SFCrs is 400 in each group of experiment. In the experiment, we have 3 groups of SFCrs, which are
pure SFCr A, mixture of SFCr A and SFCr B with ratio of 1:1 and
pure SFCr B, respectively.
From the results, we can derive similar conclusions with Fig. 3.
Moreover, we can see that different workloads have very slightly
inﬂuences on the performance of the solutions. It owes to the distribution characteristic of the EC enabled network and strict latency constraints of users’ requests, which restrict that SFCrs are
usually mapped into the MDCs nearby. So the VNFs are usually
placed on the MDCs nearby, the optimization space is limited, and
then the inﬂuences of different workloads on the solutions are diminished.
6.4.3. PG Versus optimal results
In this part, the performance of PG is compared with the optimal results derived by Gurobi [48] with a substrate network of 30
SARs, 15 MDCs and 150 links, and the number of SFCrs is 30. From
Fig. 5, on one hand, it can be seen that BRCs by PG are about 1.6
times of the optimal results, number of activated MDCs is about
1.5 times, and bandwidth consumption is about 1.2 times, which
indicate that the performance of PG is near to the optimal solution
when the problem is in small scale. On the other hand, it is also
superior to the performance of BSVR and RG.
Besides the above comparisons, we also measure the runtime
of each solution deriving the results of one placement process. As
is shown in Table. 2, the time consumed by Gurobi based solution
is far longer than that by other three heuristics. It is because the
solution space is exponential, and time complexity of ﬁnding the
optimal solution is also in exponential level. Moreover, the solution
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Table 2
Runtime of each solution deriving the results of one placement process (unit: s).
Gurobi
10 − 10
2

5

PG

RG

BSVR

18–21

10–13

13–20

space can be varied according to different scenarios, so the convergence time of Gurobi varies a long range. PG, BSVR and RG all have
polynomial time complexity, so the consumed time by them is at
the same level.

6.4.4. The utilization of network resources
Fig. 6(a)–(c) show the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
curves about CPU utilization, memory utilization on MDCs and
bandwidth utilization on links, respectively. The number of SFCrs
is 400 and the workloads are the mixture of SFCr A and SFCr B
with ratio of 1:1.
From the ﬁgures, we can see that node resource (CPU and
memory) utilization derived by PG is highest. The higher the node
resource utilization is, the less the activated MDCs will be. The results about node resource utilization are consistent with that about
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activated number of MDCs. As for bandwidth utilization, we can
see that RG gets the lowest utilization, which also indicates that it
consumes the least bandwidth resource.

[9]

7. Conclusion

[10]

In this paper, we study the VNF placement and resource optimization problem in NFV and EC enabled networks with a set of
known SFCrs. The SFCrs are hierarchical and geo-distributed owing
to the characteristics of EC. Besides, the latency constraints are heterogeneous and more stricter. Moreover, the instantiation method
of VNFs is considered, which is that the VNFs are instantiated utilizing the multi-tenancy principle in this paper. And then the conﬂiction between the node resource consumption and bandwidth
consumption is clariﬁed. Mathematically, the VNF placement problem is formulated as an ILP model with the aim of minimizing the
total resource consumption in substrate network. The ILP is NPhard, apart from calculating the optimal results by Gurobi when
the problem scale is small, a heuristic solution PG is proposed to
solve the problem in polynomial time. In the last of the paper, an
evaluation to the heuristic is made in detail, and the simulation results show that the resource cost derived by PG is near to the optimal results when the problem scale is small and it outperforms the
contrastive schemes very much when the problem scale is large.
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